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“Results from both theory and experiment...imply that
only 2/3 of the time a nucleon acts as an independent
particle bound in an average potential.”

-Pandharipande, Sick, deWitt Huberts, RMP (1997)
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Whack X ,

Y comes out

Caveat 2:

Caveat 1: Can’t populate bound
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Questions for discussion

1. Can SFs be formulated in a model-independent way?
- If not, can they still be useful, and is there a preferred scheme?

2. Can quenching of β decays inform quenching of SFs?

3. Is quenching of SFs a problem with structure theory,
reaction theory, experiments, or the concept of SFs?

4. How do SRCs impact low-energy observables?

5. Can high-momentum tails be measured experimentally?

6. Can SRCs tell us something about high-density matter?

7. Is “observable” a discrete or continuous property?

SF=Spectroscopic Factor, SRC=Short Range Correlation
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Can spectroscopic factors be formulated in a
model-independent way?

Sn`j “ |xΨ
A|a:n`j|Ψ

A´1y|2 Depends on single-particle basis.

= 16
= 24

1p

r

(r)

“In an EFT, observables are
characterized by invariance

under local field
redefinitions.”

“It is not only that the momentum
distribution is difficult to extract but
that it cannot be isolated in principle

within a calculational framework based
on low-energy degrees of freedom.”

S`j “ |xΨ
A
|
ÿ

n

a:n`j|Ψ
A´1
y|

2 Independent of single-particle basis,
depends on resolution scale.

More, Bogner, Furnstahl, PRC 96 054004 (2017)

deuteron

Duguet, Hergert, Holt, Somà, PRC 92 034313 (2015)

14,16,18,20,22,24O

λ dep.

S`j,λ “ |xΨ
A
|
ÿ

n

a:n`j,λ|Ψ
A´1
y|

2 Independent of single-particle basis,
resolution-scale dependence explicit.

a:λ “ Uλ,λ1 a
:

λ1 Uλ1,λ
loooooomoooooon

“change of basis”

„ a:λ1 ` a
:

λ1a
:

λ1aλ1 ` a
:

λ1a
:

λ1a
:

λ1aλ1aλ1 ` . . .

In principle, all many-body methods using an
RG-equivalent H, should get the same S`j,λ.
But what λ should we use?
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Can spectroscopic factors be formulated in a
model-independent way?

Bogner, Furnstahl, Schwenk, Prog. Part. Nucl.
Phys. 65, 94 (2010)

Λ “ 2 fm´1

Different potentials collapse to
universal form at low resolution.

Is S`j,λ«2 a good choice?

Do we gain anything from this?
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Questions for discussion

1. Can SFs be formulated in a model-independent way?
- If not, can they still be useful, and is there a preferred scheme?

2. Can quenching of β decays inform quenching of SFs?

3. Is quenching of SFs a problem with structure theory,
reaction theory, experiments, or the concept of SFs?

4. How do SRCs impact low-energy observables?

5. Can high-momentum tails be measured experimentally?

6. Can SRCs tell us something about high-density matter?

7. Is “observable” a discrete or continuous property?

SF=Spectroscopic Factor, SRC=Short Range Correlation
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Quenching in Gamow-Teller β decays

Brown, Wildenthal, At. Dat. Nucl. Dat. Tab. 33, 347 (1985)

slope = 1.0

slope = 0.77

(shell model with OGT “ gAστ)

e ν̄

Correlations

gA στ

Currents
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Two Body Current

N

N

N

N

External probe

Degree of freedom not
explicitly included in
Hilbert space,
∆, N̄ , high-k N. . .

Strong
interaction

∆t„ 1
E˚

“small”
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Quenching in Gamow-Teller β decays

5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19
|MGT|2

FFS
QRPA
LSSM
SMMC
ESPM
Batist et al.
Hinke et al.
NNLOsat

NN-N3LO+3Nlnl

NN-N4LO+3Nlnl

2.8/2.0 (EM)
2.0/2.0 (PWA)
2.2/2.0 (EM)
2.0/2.0 (EM)
1.8/2.0 (EM)

expt

other m
odels

this work

2BC

correlations

Gysbers et al. Nature Physics, 15 428 (2019)
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Quenching in charge exchange reactions

Gaarde Nuc. Phys. A 396 127c (1983)

p n

σ “
qÑ0

σ̂ BpGT q

Tadeucci et al., NPA 469 125 (1987)

π
V1π “ ´

g2A
4f 2

π

τ1τ2
p~q ¨ ~σ1qp~q ¨ ~σ2q

q2 `m2
π

projectile

π

π

“Currents”
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Quenching in pe, e1pq reactions

Kramer, Blok, Lapikás, NPA 679 267 (2001)

e e

p

σ “
pPWIAq

kσepSpE, pq

SpE, pq “
ˇ

ˇxΨA|a:p|Ψ
A´1
E y

ˇ

ˇ

2

epn

γ

“Currents”

ep

γ
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Quenching in hadronic knockout reactions

Tostevin, Gade PRC 90 057602 (2014)

σ “ σsp ˆ S

Double-folding optical potential:

“Currents”
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Is quenching of SFs a problem with structure theory?

Barbieri, Dickhoff, Int. J Mod. Phys. A 24 2060 (2009)

SCGF

Jansen, Hagen, Hjorth-Jensen, Brown, Gade
PRL 107, 032501 (2011)

Coupled Cluster

20 10 0 10 20
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0.0
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Stroberg, Zhang, in prep.

VS-IMSRG

Preliminary
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Is quenching of SFs a problem with reaction theory?

Tostevin, Gade PRC 90 057602 (2014)

Kay, Shiffer, Freeman, PRL 111, 042502 (2013)

Hadronic knockout @ „ 50-100 MeV/nucleon

Possible sources of error:
1. Eikonal approximation:

• V {E „ r50 MeVs { r100 MeVs “ 0.5 ! 1
• ka Á

“

2 fm´1
‰

r0.7 fms “ 1.4 " 1

2. Adiabatic approximationr1s:

• ωfi∆t „
”

∆Efi

20 MeV

ı

“

∆z
4 fm

‰

! 1

3. Densities from Skyrme HF

4. Shell model SFs

5. Nucleus-Nucleus optical potential
• Double-folding „ tρρ

v„0.4c

b

[1]see e.g. Flavigny et al. PRL 108 252501 (2012)
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Is quenching of SFs a problem with the concept of SFs?

More, Bogner, Furnstahl, PRC 96 054004 (2017)

e e

E1, q

p

d

n
θ

deuteron
electrodisintegration

No FSI

Full calc.

Evolved
ψ and J ,

no FSI
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How do SRCs impact low-energy observables?

Cruz-Torrez, et al. arXiv:1907.03658

ρApnprq
loomoon

two body
density

“
rÑ0

CA
pn

loomoon

contact

ˆ |ϕpnprq|
2

looomooon

short distance,
A´independent

Generalized Contact Formalismr1s

„

ż

|ϕprq|2 jprq

[1] see e.g. Weiss, Pazy, Barnea, Few-Body Syst. 58, 1 (2017); also Braaten, Platter PRL 100 205301 (2008) 19 / 20
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